The Premier Dental Photography Camera System

See Why Dentists Are Making The Switch.

New and loaded with powerful technologies. The DentalFoto Camera System is pre-configured to make spectacular dental photos right out-of-the-box.

Just turn it on, point and shoot. Capture 12.1 megapixel photos and view them on the 3" high resolution wide-view, LCD Monitor Display.

DentalFoto Camera System includes:

- Canon PowerShot G16
- 12.1 Megapixel-Pro Dental Images
- Shoot RAW or JPG format
- Built-in Wi-Fi
- Full High-Definition Video
- Custom programmed for Dental Photography
- Proprietary close-up adapter
- Lightweight and easy-to-use
- Fully illustrated dental manual
- Custom aluminum case
- 2 rechargable lithium ion batteries
- Quick start guide

$1595 complete system

The DentalFoto Camera System
Item # DFG12-100

"I'm so confident this is the best Dental Photography Camera for your practice, that I personally guarantee your satisfaction, and provide a 14-Day Money Back Guarantee--no questions asked!"

- Dennis Braunston
  Founder of Dental Learning Centers

Dennis Braunston is the Founder of Dental Learning Centers®, and a leader in dental technology since 1990. He is recognized as a pioneer and expert at teaching digital photography, cosmetic imaging and case presentation in dentistry. Dennis has developed a number of successful dental products, and has written published articles, and is a nationally recognized keynote speaker.

As a PACE Continuing Education Provider, Dennis has trained dentists around the world on best practices in Dental imaging and photography.
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12.1 Megapixel digital camera, High Sensitivity System for the highest image quality and low light performance.

Built-in Wi-Fi Easily wirelessly transfer your images to your computer or portable device using a web browser and a wireless network.

High powered 5x Optical Zoom with Optical Image Stabilizer plus a 28mm wide-angle lens gets you up close and personal to your subjects as well as captures more in your frame.

New Full HD Video - 1920 x 1080 (24fps) Shoot beautiful patient cases in Full HD video in stereo sound and play back on an HDTV via the HDMI output for patient presentations.

Specifications / Features:
- Proprietary close-up adapter, Made in USA
- Custom programmed for Dental Photography
- Close-up lens
- Lens cap
- 2 rechargeable lithium ion batteries
- Trickle battery charger for full charges
- (2) 2 Gig SD cards
- Card reader/writer
- Custom aluminum carrying case
- Fully Illustrated Dental manual
- Works seamlessly with any dental Shade Analysis Software
- Full range of shooting and recording modes including RAW + JPEG for the ultimate creative control.
- Large 3-inch PureColor LCD Monitor. Optical Real-image zoom viewfinder, LCD Monitor with 3.0-inch TFT Color LCD Monitor. Wide viewing angle LCD Pixel Coverage, Approx. 100%
- Print/Share Button for easy direct printing and downloading, plus ID Photo Print and Movie Print with select PIXMA Photo Printers and SELPHY Compact Photo Printers.

DentalFoto™ System Includes:

- 12.1 Megapixel digital camera, High Sensitivity System for the highest image quality and low light performance.
- Built-in Wi-Fi Easily wirelessly transfer your images to your computer or portable device using a web browser and a wireless network.
- High powered 5x Optical Zoom with Optical Image Stabilizer plus a 28mm wide-angle lens gets you up close and personal to your subjects as well as captures more in your frame.
- New Full HD Video - 1920 x 1080 (24fps) Shoot beautiful patient cases in Full HD video in stereo sound and play back on an HDTV via the HDMI output for patient presentations.
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